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MPD (5) 

1. Williams’ Kasamanda Chasing a Dream, 6 months tri 

a little heavily marked, lovely quality head with good 

dome and well cushioned foreface, balanced body, 

already good bone and rib, moved as well as any in the 

class. 

2. Southam’s Cavella Cookie, another tri 7 months, 

better broken but not as confident as 1, lovely head 

type, needs to body up and gain confidence. 

3. Mochrie’s Downsbank Nocturne 

PD (3) 

1. Stewart’s Nouveau Reign Check, 9 months tri, well 

bodied, excellent head type with big open nostrils and 

firm underjaw, good bone and rib, just a shade long 

coupled. Sound and happy mover. BP and did the breed 

proud in the big ring by winning PG3. 

2. Fry & Jackson’s Amantra Summer Chapter, 11 

months Blenheim,  not quite the head of 1 and needs to 

body up and enjoy himself more. Very well constructed 

and balanced with flawless top line and excellent 

angles. 

3. Askins & Kendall’s Headra’s Wedgwood. 

JD (1) 

1 . Bailey’s Aldoricka The Maverick, 14 months well 

broken tri with beautiful head type, needs to body up, 

topline slopes off a bit, happy and sound mover. 

PGD (5) 

1. Schilizzi & Healy’s Baldragon Royal Warwick of 

Chacombe, beautifully broken tri all of a piece with 

masculine quality head, great balance of outline, good 

bone and rib and now just needs a little more body to 

finish the picture. Has such a lovely way of going, 



carrying himself soundly and proudly. Should be a very 

easy Champion. CC & BOB. 

2. Smith’s Justacharma Oh So Magic, tri of excellent 

breed type just a shade shorter in leg than l, glorious 

head type, strong bone, big ribs, moves steadily holding 

a firm topline. 

3. Wallhead’s Sleepyhollow Trikki Dikki at Merida. 

LD (6) 

1. Mallows & Gillhespy’s Binglui Berlington Bertie, 

Ruby, the best bodied in the class, good basic head 

type but could have stronger underjaw, holds a 

balanced outline, hard back and stands well on his legs 

at all times. 

2. Leach’s Amantra Carte Blanche at Ouzlewell, 

Blenheim of lovely type and shape just needing more 

body weight, moved steadily holding his shape and is 

fundamentally well made and nicely broken. 

3. Tarabad’s Lillijay Percy Cute Khatibi. 

OD (2) 

1 . Fry & Jackson’s Ch Amantra Cheers, Tri of lovely 

type fully mature and bodied, grand head type, well 

boned and ribbed, shows enthusiastically, coat was 

having a bad hair day and could be better broken. RCC. 

2 . Maddison’s Alambra Rich Ruby, Ruby of good overall 

type but not moving as steadily as I would like, quite 

good head type and overall balance. 

MPB (4) 

1 . Dawson’s Pomelo Solitaure, Tri and one of the most 

confident in the class at 9 months, promising head type 

with plenty of detail, well broken coat, good bone and 

body, moved quite well.  

2 . William’s Kasamanda Miss Sunshine, Blenheim of 6 

months and so much less forward but a promising baby, 

happy temperament, well broken coat, feminine head 

but with not the finish of face of 1, cobby body. 



3. Schilizzi & Healy’s Baldragon Envy Me of Chacombe. 

PB (3) 

1. Askins & Kendall’s Headra’s Caverswall, rising 11 

months Blenheim full of confidence and moving with 

style, feminine head with lots of promise, already well 

boned and ribbed, could be a little more open marked 

but outshowed everything in the class. BPB 

2 . Gidding’s Amantra Summer Cheer. 

Another Blenheim more broken than 1 but a little longer 

cast, good head type, needs to body up generally and 

fill out in front but holds good topline and shows with 

confidence. 

3 . P. Solitaire 

JB (5) 

1. Goodwin’s Amantra Queen of Clubs at Diggle, 16 

months B/T of intense quality, beautifully domed head 

and glorious expression, cobby body with firm level 

topline, good bone and ribs for her size, already a sound 

and steady mover. Well deserved her first CC and 

should make up easily – a real Toy Spaniel. 

2. Stewart’s Marchog Mimi Bon Bon, 14 months B/T very 

well bodied up but not quite the classic headpiece of 1, 

sound and steady mover, well put together and nicely 

balanced throughout. 

3. Leach’s Danyas Amazing Grace 

PGB (2) 

1. Mochrie’s Downsbank Valentina, Tri quite nicely 

broken, lovely size and shape, pretty head with plenty 

of work, good bone and general substance, moves 

steadily but could make more of herself standing. 

2 . Sproul & Coburn’s Nisyros Nevada for Khandro, B/T 

of lovely quality, cobby and all of a piece, just as 

pleasing in head as 1 but front movement lets her 

down. 

LB (3) 



1. Sproul & Coburn’s Nisyros Indiana for Khandro, 

cobby Tri of lovely type, beautiful head, well domed and 

full of expression, good bone and rib, showed well 

enough. 

2. Goodwin’s Maibee Clementine of Lanola, Tri, open 

marked, well boned and ribbed, beautiful head, just not 

as firm in topline as 1 or as outgoing on the move. 

3. Bailey’s Maibee Margot at Aldoricka. 

OB (4) 

1 .Dix’s Ch Paulian Prudence for Beewye, very pretty Tri 

, coat a little flecked but lovely size and shape, 

excellent basic head type if not the finish of foreface of 

the CC winner, holds her outline well. A worthy 

Champion. RCC. 

2 . Askins & Kendall’s Amantra Charmful at Headra, Tri, 

loved her type and sheer cobbiness. Beautifully 

balanced outline and coat in pristine condition. Rather 

crooked head markings don't help the immediate 

appeal but on close inspection she has a beautiful 

head. Spoilt her chances by persistently pirouetting on 

the move. 

3 . Croome’s Beauclerk Nora with Clovercourt. 
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